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TubeMate 3.3 recently released! Click to check the changes! Please follow our FB page for news and advice! Certified Sites (3.3.5.1245) Previous version (2.4.21.753) Previous version (1.05.59) Copyright (c) 2010 tubemate.net All rights reserved. TubeMate is a tool for enjoying YouTube (m.youtube.com)-search, related
videos, favorites and uploading them to SD in various qualitiesVisit to get more information (original fast download technology) - Fast Download Mode (with Multiple Connections to Download) multi-download - Resume download - Conversion to MP3 (power from MP3 Media Converter) - Video Twitter or email at the
touch of a button - search YouTube and related suggestions for videos - Save your favorite videos on your YouTube account, create playlistsTubeMate YouTube Downloader allows you to quickly Since downloading always happens in the background, you can continue to watch YouTube, surf the web, tweet, and listen to
music as you download. Affordable Resolution 1920×1080 (Full-HD): GalaxyTab, Galaxy S2, PC 1280×720 (HD): High-end 640×360 devices: 320×240 devices: low-end 640×360, 854×480 (FLV) : Android 2.1 or more (available options depend on the quality of the video and your device)Timing of use : TubeMate should
be used only for personal purposes. Any commercial use of TubeMate is strictly prohibited and will be carried out in court. WHAT NEWFix are missing download options for some videosFix subtitles download issueMod Info: delete all AdLayout. Remove all AdActivity. Delete all Ads.Screenshots DownloadsTubemate
v3.3.5 (AdFree) / MirrorTubemate v3.3.4 (1237) (AdFree) / Mirror / MirrorTubemate v3.3.4 (1234) (AdFree) / Mirror/ MirrorTubemate v3.3.4 build 1228 AdFree App Library i OS14 1.4 Apk Premium Mod latestColor Stars Theme - Iconpack 6.1 Apk Full Paid latestGetcontact 4.7.1 Apk Ad latestWorld History Offline 12.0.8
Apk Ad Free over the past decades, we have completely revolutionized the way we watch video. At that time we only watched movies in cinemas. Then came the TVs that allowed people to watch in their homes for the first time. After that, there was even a powerful technology, which is called the Internet. Now thanks to
the Internet, we have tons of websites to watch videos. The most popular viewing platform now is YouTube. Created in 2005, YouTube has grown rapidly in popularity as it has allowed more creators and viewers to come to one place for their video needs. This site has allowed different topics for people to Worldwide.
Because of this, almost 300 hours of video are uploaded to the Platform every minute! Think about how many videos it will equate to. And for most people, they don't have the time or resources to watch it all in one go. That's why they tend to have video downloaders such as Tubemate APK download these videos for
offline consumption! What is Tubemate APK? Thanks to technology, we now have an Internet that allows us to browse all types of websites and engage content like never before. One of the most popular websites right now is YouTube. This is a video viewing platform that allows many people to watch and upload videos
for everyone to see! The advent of this platform has allowed many creators to make money on the platform to make all sorts of videos. Thanks to this opportunity, there are more people on the platform now that 15 years ago! At the moment, there are about 2 billion people using YouTube every month worldwide. That
means almost 5 billion videos are watched here every day. Can you imagine if you watched it all? Can you do that? You can't physically. But that's why people want to save video for offline use. They want to be able to watch anytime and anywhere without having to connect to the Internet. Although YouTube has this
feature, it is incompatible as it is not available for all videos. This creates a problem for many, especially those who like to upload videos. Fortunately, now we have Tubemate APK! This video download app lets you upload almost any video you want from YouTube! Not only that, but it also allows users to upload from just
about any popular site such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and more! Now you don't have to use third-party apps to work. You just need this one app that allows you to save any video you want directly into the device. Sharing videos has never been easier with this app! Features Tubemate APK No doubt Tubemate
APK is a powerful video download app that can save almost any video on the Internet. But other than that, how powerful is this app really? Let's learn from the features below: YouTube Video Downloader - Perhaps the number one reason why people are looking for video downloaders is to upload videos from YouTube.
After all, YouTube is the most popular video platform and the second largest search engine aside from Google. Thanks to Tubemate APK, you don't need to pay for a YouTube Premium just to enjoy ad-free viewing. In addition, you can save a lot of internet and data connection by simply downloading the video so you
can view it several times! This is the main feature of this application, which has gained huge popularity over the years. Download From Other Sites - Although the app allows you to upload videos from YouTube, it doesn't stop there. This app is also capable of uploading videos from other popular websites such as
Instagram, Twitter and more! This ensures that you can enjoy a bunch of content no matter where they come from. You no longer need to screen the recording of videos that you find outside of YouTube when you can directly download them! High-speed downloads - Tubemate APK lets you upload videos as fast as it
can! Although speed primarily depends on your Internet connection, it still allows you to download it quickly. Here you can access the fast download mode, which uses multiple connections to upload videos to your device. This allows you to instantly upload huge videos in a few minutes! Of course, it also depends on your
Internet connection. Download quality - Another good thing that this app brings is the ability to choose download quality! Before you even download any video, you can set the quality from audio to 1280x720p. This brings many benefits to the user. First, it saves on data if you realize it. Then, it also saves on space as
lower resolutions take up less space than the higher quality ones. On the contrary, your uploaded video will become clearer if you download it at the highest quality possible. Browser in the app - The app also has a browser in the app that you can use just like any regular browser. Here you can search for the video you
want to download. This makes it easy to download them as you don't need to use other browsers and switch left and right. Easy Design - The design of this app makes it easy even for beginners to download videos instantly! You've come after a familiar interface if you've used video downloaders before. But even if you
don't, you can still quickly figure out how things work just by looking at it! Media Player - The app also has a media player that you can use to watch uploaded videos! This is great because it allows you to instantly view the video without the need for external video players. Tubemate APK frequently asked questions How
to use Tubemate APK? The way Tubemate APK works is very simple compared to other similar applications. We mentioned earlier that the app has a built-in browser that you can use. To use this, just search the browser like any other browser you want! The app then automatically detects if there is a video on the web
page, so it triggers a unique download button. This makes it easy to upload videos for offline use! How to solve common problems? First of all, make sure your app is the latest version. If not, update it. Then you just need to clear the cache, which is on the three buttons on the right. This should help clear any data to help
you with Problems. I can't download anything If you got a bug: EACCES (Permission denied), just follow these steps. Select the Menu of the 'gt; Preferences zgt; Download Folder (Video)/Download folder (mp3) qgt; specify folder. If you got this error because of Storage, you can clean some space and see if it works.
Why aren't downloaded videos in HD? Sometimes the videos that you upload may not be in HD quality. This may be either because the video is not available in HD or that your device does not support Full HD video. Why is the download speed very slow? Download speed mostly depends on your Internet connection.
However, there are times when it can be limited to YouTube. To speed up, turn off the fast download mode or adjust its settings. Tubemate Mod APK - The latest version of Tubemate APK is an amazing app that lets you upload videos from YouTube and other popular sites! Download the latest version now. TubeMate 3
is the third official version of one of the best apps when it comes to uploading YouTube videos to your Android. With this app, you can store all your favorite YouTube videos locally on your device's memory and watch them later at your leisure without an Internet connection. Using the app is as easy as accessing the
video of your choice through the browser in the app. From there, quickly click on the arrow at the bottom of the screen. Next step: Choose factors such as resolution and video quality. Your options: 1920x1080, 1280x720, 640x360, 176x144, etc. Finally TubeMate 3 is a downloader tool that is really easy to use and has
the added appeal of allowing you to upload any video file from YouTube within seconds. This third version of the app also has a very elegant interface, which is a major improvement on earlier versions. Version. tubemate pro apk mod latest version. tubemate pro apk latest version
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